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Legislative Assembly
Province of Alberta

No. 2

VOTES AND PROCEEDINGS

First Session Twenty-Seventh Legislature

Tuesday, April 15, 2008

The Speaker took the Chair at 3:00 p.m.

While awaiting the arrival of His Honour the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor, the
Royal Canadian Artillery Band played a brief musical interlude.

His Honour the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor entered the Assembly and took
his seat on the Throne.

Speaker's Address to the Lieutenant Governor

The Speaker said:

May it please Your Honour, the Legislative Assembly has elected me as their
Speaker, though I am but little able to fulfil the important duties thus assigned to
me.  If, in the performance of those duties, I should at any time fall into error,
I pray that the fault may be imputed to me, and not the Assembly, whose servant
I am, and who, through me, the better to enable them to discharge their duty to
their Queen and Province, humbly claim all their undoubted rights and privileges,
especially that they may have freedom of speech in their debates, access to Your
Honour’s person at all seasonable times, and that their proceedings may receive
from Your Honour the most favourable construction.
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Statement by the Provincial Secretary

The Provincial Secretary, Hon. Ms Redford, then said:

I am commanded by His Honour the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor to
declare to you that he freely confides in the duty and attachment of this Assembly
to Her Majesty's person and Government, and, not doubting that their proceedings
will be conducted with wisdom, temper, and prudence, he grants and upon all
occasions will recognize and allow, their constitutional privileges.  I am
commanded also to assure you that the Assembly shall have ready access to His
Honour upon all seasonable occasions and that their proceedings, as well as your
words and actions, will constantly receive from him the most favourable
construction.

His Honour the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor then read the following Speech
from the Throne:

Speech From the Throne

Taking Action for Today and Tomorrow

My fellow Albertans, welcome to the First Session of the 27th Alberta Legislature.  It is
my honour today to deliver the Speech from the Throne.

Today begins a new chapter in the history of Alberta and in this Legislative Assembly
that serves its people.  This is a place of tradition, a place of ideas, and a place of
honour.  It's an honour shared by everyone elected to do the business of this House.
Theirs is important work, to be conducted diligently and respectfully and in recognition
that public service is a privilege bestowed by the people of Alberta on only a few.

Since this House was last assembled, Albertans have chosen 83 Members of this
Assembly to lead the province forward into Alberta's second century.  I offer my
congratulations to each of you.  Yours is a responsibility both solemn and exhilarating
for Albertans have entrusted you with the task of building a strong and stable future for
their province.  They have put their faith in the men and women elected to serve in this
Legislature, and I know each of you will honour that faith with action.

Your government's work begins with a clear, realistic, and positive plan of action to
fulfill the commitments we've made.  It's a plan that reflects today's Alberta and the
province's place as a leader in Canada.  Albertans set the stage for this era of economic
growth and vitality by pioneering new standards of fiscal discipline, responsibility, and
accountability.  Thanks to their foresight and hard work the province is now the engine
of prosperity for all of Canada.  This role becomes all the more vital in the face of
turbulent economic times in the United States, our nation's largest trading partner.
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Now more than ever Alberta's economy is the rising tide that lifts all boats across the
country.  It generates billions of dollars a year in investment, tax revenues for all levels
of government, and one-quarter of all new jobs across the country.  It is also the
positive force that fuels your government's ability to make its plan into a reality that
benefits the lives of all Albertans.

Albertans know that such leadership brings responsibilities, responsibilities we accept
with pride.  I speak not only of Alberta's responsibility to show economic leadership,
which remains imperative, but also leadership in the equally crucial areas of sustainable
resource development, environmental protection, and interprovincial trade.

Your government recognizes the need for Alberta to catch up in some areas, to close
the gap in others, and in all cases to ensure that no one is left behind as the province
moves forward.

Your government's actions to secure Alberta's future are rooted in five priorities that
reflect what it has heard from Albertans.  They are broadening Alberta's economy;
improving the efficiency and effectiveness of health care delivery; providing roads,
schools, hospitals, and other public infrastructure to meet the needs of a growing
province; developing our energy resources in a responsible and sustainable way; and
ensuring that strong and safe communities remain at the heart of our quality of life as
our province grows.  To your government these aren't just words on a page.  They are
priorities that will underpin a broad, thoughtful series of actions we will take in the
coming years.

Action on Alberta's Economy

Alberta's economic strengths bless this province with the ability to respond decisively
to Albertans' priorities.  This economic engine of Canada is a source of hope for
families in Alberta and for thousands of Canadians who come here to build their lives.
It is an economy that has been created not only by an abundance of resources but also
by the boldness, hard work, and common purpose of Albertans.

Albertans deserve to reap the rewards of their hard work.  To further this goal, we will
begin the process of eliminating health care premiums in a fiscally responsible manner.

Your government knows that Albertans are the drivers of this economy and will respect
its limited role in economic growth.  However, there are important actions government
can take to protect and maintain Alberta's economic strengths, and we will take them.
Your government's plan for Alberta includes adding value to services and products and
broadening the province's economic base.  Our future economy must be a stable
foundation for continued prosperity and expanded employment opportunities.  That
work will begin with the creation of a new economic strategy that reflects new
priorities, new needs, and new opportunities for Alberta.  It will set the course for the
future and ensure continued prosperity for our province.
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New ideas and new technology will be the keys to Alberta's continued economic
vitality.  Innovation will be front and centre in Alberta's drive to lead in the next
generation economy.

The Premier's Council for Economic Strategy will be created to advise government on
economic policies to ensure that Albertans enjoy a high quality of life and that Alberta
is the best place to live, work, and invest.  We will seek out the best advice, Canadian
and international, to help design a long-term strategy to transform our economy over
the coming decades.

A new enterprise fund will be created to attract venture capital from around the world
to support Alberta innovation.  We will set the wheels in motion for an innovative new
tax credit for scientific research and development.  This will be supported by
new-product commercialization centres, greater business development support, and
new entrepreneurship awareness initiatives that focus on technology sectors.

We will support an environment of innovation and entrepreneurship throughout the
advanced education system.  The government will work with stakeholders to move
forward on Campus Alberta to ensure that Alberta's post-secondary system remains one
of the best in the world, providing a full spectrum of post-secondary education and
training opportunities that are second to none.

Special attention must also be paid to enhancing the province's economic relationships
within Canada.  Bill 1 of this legislative session, the TILMA Implementation Statutes
Amendment Act, will implement the B.C.-Alberta trade, investment, and labour
mobility agreement.  This is a ground-breaking agreement that is unprecedented in
Canada and demonstrates Alberta's commitment to economic leadership.  It means
reduced business costs, greater efficiencies, and seamless access for businesses and
workers in both provinces to opportunities within a single economic region of nearly
eight million people.

While Alberta towns and cities continue to grow and flourish, this government will
never take for granted the cultural and economic importance of vibrant rural
communities and competitive agriculture, food, and forestry sectors.  We will continue
to work with the livestock industry as its members create their own vision for long-term
sustainability. Building on more than a century of experience, Alberta will continue its
work alongside individual agriculture sectors to strengthen and diversify the entire
industry.  It will seek to increase the market value of the many unique and value-added
agricultural products and opportunities that exist in our province.  This includes
expanding into new markets and continuing to develop new products.

We are also committed to addressing the challenges facing Alberta's forest industry.
The government will work with industry to identify options to strengthen the long-term
viability of this sector and help improve its competitive position in world markets.
These efforts will also include looking at ways to attract greater investment, promote
innovation, and create more opportunities to develop value-added products such as
biofuels and carbon offsets.
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The Government of Alberta will also take steps to resolve conflicts among various land
users.  The government will change the way land-use decisions are made in this
province.  The land-use framework is about planning for responsible growth while
meeting Albertans' environmental and social priorities.

A more focused regional planning approach will also be taken in the area around
Alberta's capital in order to take full advantage of opportunities and provide
coordinated public infrastructure necessary to accommodate development.

Alberta will continue to consult with First Nations communities any time that land and
resource management activities on Crown land may affect treaty rights.  To increase
certainty in resource development, an updated First Nations consultation policy will be
implemented to clarify the responsibilities of all parties.

Alberta's economy relies on people both to support current high levels of growth and
to develop the innovations which will fuel long-term success.  The government will
work with First Nations and Métis to develop and implement plans to increase their
participation in the labour force and the economy.  This will contribute to strong,
healthy, and vibrant aboriginal communities and people participating fully in the
opportunities of a prosperous and diverse Alberta.

We are also finalizing a labour market agreement with the Federal Government that
will help under-represented groups be successful in the workforce.  It will support new
partnerships, help finance new programs, and increase training and other supports for
aboriginal Albertans, persons with disabilities, immigrants, and people who do not have
a high school diploma.  It will also help increase the literacy and essential skills of
adults who are already working.

Special attention will be paid to recruiting workers in sectors facing the greatest need
such as health care and construction trades.  We will encourage potential immigrants
from across Canada and around the world with a clear message that their skills, ideas,
and energy are wanted here and that in Alberta they can fulfill their dreams.

The government understands that parents who are working or going to school need
quality child care that helps children get a good start in life.  We will play a leadership
role to support the creation of 14,000 new child care spaces in a variety of settings and
to meet a variety of needs by 2011.  We will also help low- and middle-income families
with the costs of care for their school-aged children.

Action to Sustain Alberta's Health System

Taking action to strengthen Alberta's economy is an important goal in itself, but it is
also necessary so that Alberta has the ability and flexibility to act forcefully on its other
priorities.  Key among those priorities is a renewed commitment to improve Alberta's
publicly funded health system in the coming year and over the long term.   Alberta's
health system must be well governed, transparent, and accountable at all levels.  Your
government will strengthen the structures and processes for effective governance and
sound stewardship on the part of all health service providers and organizations.
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Your government is determined to improve access to quality health care.  It will also
improve the overall efficiency and effectiveness of the health system so quality health
care remains affordable.  It will also continue to increase the capacity of the system to
serve Albertans' needs through the construction of new and expanded facilities, and it
will ensure that Alberta has the health care professionals it needs to meet future
demand, beginning with enhanced opportunities for students to pursue health care
careers with a long-term view to developing innovative approaches such as health care
high schools.

Your government will ensure that the services and facilities for persons affected by
mental health concerns as well as substance abuse and addictions will be expanded and
improved.  Additional beds and community-based programs will be brought on stream
to enhance the overall spectrum of care available.

Action on Alberta's Infrastructure

The government recognizes that having the necessary and appropriate public
infrastructure in place is critical to economic development and a high quality of life for
Albertans.  Public facilities provide a safe learning environment for children, help
Albertans receive high-quality health services, and allow government to deliver core
programs to the people of this province.  Infrastructure is also an economic enabler,
providing ways to move goods and services to market efficiently and keeping our
economy strong.

Your government will continue to provide the roads, schools, post-secondary facilities,
hospitals, and other public infrastructure to meet the long-term needs of Alberta's
growing economy and population.  The 20-year capital plan will ensure that we catch
up and keep up with Alberta's infrastructure needs, not only building new facilities but
also setting aside funds to protect the taxpayers' investment and properly maintain
current infrastructure long into the future.

We will ensure that infrastructure is built and maintained in a timely, cost-effective, and
efficient manner that focuses on projects with the highest need.

Over the next three years Alberta will invest more in the provincial highway network
than ever before.  This investment will see the completion of major sections of the
Calgary and Edmonton ring roads, the continued twinning of Highway 63, and the
enhancement of other strategic economic corridors.  It will also continue to implement
a plan to improve traffic safety as Alberta's contribution to a national campaign for
Canada to have the safest roads in the world.
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Action for Sustainable Resource Development

Energy resource development has been a defining part of Alberta's success.  It holds
the key to Alberta's continued growth and prosperity.  From the first strike at Turner
Valley to the early days of oil sands development, from the world-renowned scientific
innovations in energy development to our province becoming Canada's largest producer
of wind power and petrochemicals, energy has kept Alberta moving forward in more
ways than one.

Recognizing the continued importance of energy to our province's future, the
government will complete a provincial energy strategy this year.  It will provide for the
responsible and innovative development of the oil, natural gas, and coal resources with
which Alberta has been blessed.  This strategy will look to the future, specifically to
the emergence of new, alternative energy sources and the importance of responsible
energy use, efficiency, and conservation.

Energy production and in particular, oil sands development has created unique benefits
and challenges for our province.  That's why an important element of the energy
strategy and a major focus for your government will be the continued responsible
development of the oil sands in accordance with our obligation under the Constitution.
This massive global resource has created significant opportunities for our province,
attracted billions of dollars of investment, created tens of thousands of jobs, and drawn
thousands of new families from around the world to our communities.

The oil sands have made Alberta a key contributor to the Canadian and North American
energy supply and will transform the energy market in the years to come.  Albertans
recognize that the oil sands are integral to our success as a province and vital to our
nation's energy security.  They also expect their government to take the lead and ensure
that energy resources are developed in an environmentally, socially, and economically
responsible way.  We have a duty to ensure that this unique resource is developed in
the best interests of current and future Albertans.   That's a duty your government takes
very seriously.

Alberta is taking vigorous action to address the social, environmental, and economic
aspects of oil sands development, starting with the need for housing in Fort McMurray.
We will implement a long-term strategic plan to ensure that this industry continues to
grow in a sustainable and responsible way.

Alberta energy must be clean energy, developed using the best technologies available.
Albertans expect this, and so do those who buy our energy products in the international
market.  Alberta is in the world's spotlight, and the expectations for our province are
high.  We will meet those expectations as a leader in energy development and
environmental protection.
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Alberta's climate change strategy takes us down a bold new path toward meeting this
challenge.  We have committed to producing cleaner energy by using proven
technology to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.  Alberta was the first province to
implement a system to measure those emissions and the first to legislate targets for
large industrial emitters, including a compliance mechanism and a technology
reinvestment fund.  While others talk, Albertans act.

With carbon capture and storage technology our goal is to reduce production emissions
in the oil sands to equivalent to or less than those of conventional oil.  A
government-industry council will be created to advise on how to implement this
technology on a wide scale.

Your government will also follow through on its commitment to making Alberta more
energy efficient.  Initiatives will include setting up consumer incentives, adding energy
efficiency standards to building codes, helping municipalities adapt to climate change,
and launching a public awareness program because as consumers we all share
responsibility for action.

In a time of explosive economic growth Alberta is also pioneering a new way to deal
with the cumulative effects of development on a regional scale.  This means raising the
bar to take into account the social, economic, and environmental impact of
development on our province, and it means working more closely with communities,
industry, and stakeholders to find the right balance.  This innovative approach is
already being implemented in the Industrial Heartland area and will be applied to other
areas, including the oil sands region.

Action to Build Strong, Safe Communities

A high quality of life and culturally diverse and vibrant communities are important to
Albertans, and they're increasingly essential in attracting and retaining the skilled
workforce our province needs.  As Alberta seeks to attract over 100,000 skilled workers
over the next 10 years, it will continue to implement strategies to help build welcoming
and inclusive communities and workplaces.

A Premier's Council on Arts and Culture will be established to make recommendations
to government and champion culture in Alberta communities.

This year will also see the introduction of a new plan for parks, a long-term strategy for
managing the network of parks and protected areas that Albertans value.  The plan will
balance conservation and preservation responsibilities with the recreational needs of
Alberta's growing population.

Your government will take action to promote strong and vibrant communities and
reduce crime so Albertans feel safe.  This year will see the addition of 100 more
front-line police officers, part of government's commitment to add 300 police officers
over the next three years to support safer Alberta communities.
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Government will develop and implement an integrated and innovative approach to
policing in Alberta.  This will be accomplished through the establishment of a policing
framework that will include new models for service delivery, funding, and enhanced
accountability and greater coordination and integration of law enforcement at the
municipal, provincial, and federal levels.  Government will also implement an action
plan for provincial correctional services to help reduce crime through more effective
offender management and rehabilitation.

We will work harder to prevent root causes of crime.  We will build on the action
government has already taken to reduce fetal alcohol spectrum disorder and prevent
family violence.

During a crisis Albertans expect their government to respond quickly and effectively,
so we will take steps to enhance emergency preparedness.  The government will
establish an interdisciplinary institute to support safety and security.

Your government has pledged to work closely with municipalities to identify and
address the unique needs of urban centres in an era of dramatic growth.  Among these
is the need to ensure a supply of appropriate and affordable housing to make our
communities stronger, safer, and healthier.  We will continue to take action to address
the demand for affordable housing for the homeless, families, seniors, persons with
disabilities, and those in need with the goal of promoting home ownership.

The government will also ensure that vulnerable Albertans are protected. We recognize
the need for more supportive living accommodations and services in communities
across Alberta.  Albertans in need of continuing care services want to live in affordable,
homelike settings close to family and friends.  We will act on these needs by ensuring
that more affordable supportive living spaces are built.

In partnership with health regions and long-term care facilities new supports will be
provided to about 500 younger and socially or culturally isolated people living in
long-term care.  Regional teams will help these Albertans obtain the supports they need
to participate in community activities, recreation, and educational programs to enhance
their quality of life.

Conclusion

Ladies and gentlemen, in all of the areas discussed today, your government is
committed to taking decisive steps in the service of this growing province as it assumes
a greater leadership role within Canada and beyond.
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Ministers of the Crown have been given firm, clear mandates for action in their
respective portfolios.  Those mandates are based on the priorities and aspirations of
Albertans.  They are rooted in the belief that Albertans want meaningful, realistic,
achievable actions taken in support of those priorities and aspirations, and they are
founded in the principles of the people of this great province, principles such as
entrepreneurship, self-reliance, compassion, and putting others' needs ahead of one's
own.  As your government acts on these mandates, those principles will never be
forgotten.  It pledges to act with openness and accountability, with integrity and
goodwill, and with an abiding respect of our contract with Albertans.

Whether it's in economic development or health care, rural development or
environmental sustainability, your government will act in the best interests of the
people of Alberta and in the best interests of Alberta's future.  The government will act
on commitments it has made to future Albertans so that this great province fulfills its
destiny as Canada's greatest province, its destiny to be all that it can be.

Thank you, ladies and gentlemen, and may God bless you all.

God bless Alberta.  God bless Canada.  God save the Queen.

The Speaker then invited Mr. Paul Lorieau to lead the Members and guests in the
singing of God Save the Queen.

His Honour the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor then retired from the Assembly.

Tabling Documents

The Speaker informed the Assembly he had obtained a copy of the Speech of His
Honour the Honourable the Lieutenant Governor, which was laid on the Table.

Sessional Paper 1/2008

Introduction of Bills (First Reading)

Ordered, That the Honourable Mr. Stelmach have leave to introduce a Bill entitled
"Trade, Investment and Labour Mobility Agreement Implementation Statutes
Amendment Act, 2008."  Hon. Mr. Stelmach accordingly presented the Bill and the
same was received and read a First time.

Announcement by the Clerk of the Assembly of Members Elected

Mr. Speaker, I have received from the Chief Electoral Officer of Alberta, pursuant
to the Election Act, a report containing the results of the General Election
conducted on the third day of March 2008.  The report states that an election was
conducted in the following electoral divisions and the said report further shows
that the following Members were duly elected:
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Airdrie-Chestermere Rob Anderson
Athabasca-Redwater Jeff Johnson
Banff-Cochrane Janis Tarchuk
Barrhead-Morinville-Westlock Kenneth R. Kowalski
Battle River-Wainwright Doug Griffiths
Bonnyville-Cold Lake Genia Leskiw
Calgary-Bow Alana DeLong
Calgary-Buffalo Kent Hehr
Calgary-Cross Yvonne Fritz
Calgary-Currie Dave Taylor
Calgary-East Moe Amery
Calgary-Egmont Jonathan Denis
Calgary-Elbow Alison Redford
Calgary-Fish Creek Heather Forsyth
Calgary-Foothills Len Webber
Calgary-Fort Wayne Cao
Calgary-Glenmore Ron Stevens
Calgary-Hays Art Johnston
Calgary-Lougheed Dave Rodney
Calgary-Mackay Teresa Woo-Paw
Calgary-McCall Darshan S. Kang
Calgary-Montrose Manmeet Bhullar
Calgary-Mountain View David Swann
Calgary-North Hill Kyle Fawcett
Calgary-North West Lindsay Blackett
Calgary-Nose Hill Neil Brown
Calgary-Shaw Cindy Ady
Calgary-Varsity Harry Chase
Calgary-West Ron Liepert
Cardston-Taber-Warner Broyce Jacobs
Cypress-Medicine Hat Len Mitzel
Drayton Valley-Calmar Diana McQueen
Drumheller-Stettler Jack Hayden
Dunvegan-Central Peace Hector Goudreau
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Edmonton-Beverly-Clareview Tony Vandermeer
Edmonton-Calder Doug Elniski
Edmonton-Castle Downs Thomas Lukaszuk
Edmonton-Centre Laurie Blakeman
Edmonton-Decore Janice Sarich
Edmonton-Ellerslie Naresh Bhardwaj
Edmonton-Glenora Heather Klimchuk
Edmonton-Gold Bar Hugh MacDonald
Edmonton-Highlands-Norwood Brian Mason
Edmonton-Manning Peter Sandhu
Edmonton-McClung David Xiao
Edmonton-Meadowlark Raj Sherman
Edmonton-Mill Creek Gene Zwozdesky
Edmonton-Mill Woods Carl Benito
Edmonton-Riverview Kevin Taft
Edmonton-Rutherford Fred Horne
Edmonton-Strathcona Rachel Notley
Edmonton-Whitemud Dave Hancock
Foothills-Rocky View Ted Morton
Fort McMurray-Wood Buffalo Guy C. Boutilier
Fort Saskatchewan-Vegreville Ed Stelmach
Grande Prairie-Smoky Mel Knight
Grande Prairie-Wapiti Wayne Drysdale
Highwood George Groeneveld
Innisfail-Sylvan Lake Luke Ouellette
Lac La Biche-St. Paul Ray Danyluk
Lacombe-Ponoka Ray Prins
Leduc-Beaumont-Devon George Rogers
Lesser Slave Lake Pearl Calahasen
Lethbridge-East Bridget Pastoor
Lethbridge-West Greg Weadick
Little Bow Barry McFarland
Livingstone-Macleod Evan Berger
Medicine Hat Rob Renner
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Olds-Didsbury-Three Hills Richard Marz
Peace River Frank Oberle
Red Deer-North Mary Anne Jablonski
Red Deer-South Cal Dallas
Rocky Mountain House Ty Lund
Sherwood Park Iris Evans
Spruce Grove-Sturgeon-St. Albert Doug Horner
St. Albert Ken Allred
Stony Plain Fred Lindsay
Strathcona Dave Quest
Strathmore-Brooks Arno Doerksen
Vermilion-Lloydminster Lloyd Snelgrove
West Yellowhead Robin Campbell
Wetaskiwin-Camrose Verlyn Olson
Whitecourt-Ste. Anne George VanderBurg

Government Motions

1. Moved by Hon. Mr. Stelmach:

Be it resolved that the Speech of His Honour the Honourable the Lieutenant
Governor to this Assembly be taken into consideration on April 16, 2008.

The question being put, the motion was agreed to.

2. Moved by Hon. Mr. Hancock:

Be it resolved that the Select Standing Committees for the present Session of the
Legislative Assembly be appointed for the following purposes:

(1) Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing,
(2) Public Accounts,
(3) Private Bills,
(4) Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund, and
(5) Legislative Offices

and, in addition thereto, there be appointed for the duration of the present
Legislature, a Special Standing Committee on Members’ Services.

The question being put, the motion was agreed to.
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3. Moved by Hon. Mr. Hancock:

Be it resolved that the following Members be appointed to the Assembly's five
Select Standing Committees and one Special Standing Committee:

Alberta Heritage Savings Trust Fund (9 Members)

Rogers (Chair) Blakeman McFarland
Elniski (Deputy Chair) DeLong McQueen
Amery Kang Olson

Legislative Offices (11 Members)

Prins (Chair) Horne Mitzel
McFarland (Deputy Chair) Lund Notley
Blakeman MacDonald Webber
Campbell Marz

Private Bills (21 Members)

Brown (Chair) Calahasen MacDonald
Woo-Paw (Deputy Chair) Campbell McQueen
Allred Doerksen Olson
Amery Elniski Quest
Anderson Fawcett Sandhu
Benito Forsyth Sarich
Boutilier Jacobs Swann

Privileges and Elections, Standing Orders and Printing (21 Members)

Prins (Chair) Johnson Pastoor
Hancock (Deputy Chair) Leskiw Rogers
Bhardwaj Liepert Stevens
Boutilier Marz Taylor
Calahasen Mitzel Vandermeer
Doerksen Notley Weadick
Griffiths Oberle Zwozdesky
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Public Accounts (17 Members)

MacDonald (Chair) Denis Kang
Lund (Deputy Chair) Drysdale Mason
Benito Fawcett Quest
Bhardwaj Griffiths Vandermeer
Chase Jacobs Woo-Paw
Dallas Johnson

Members' Services (11 Members)

Kowalski (Chair) Leskiw Taylor
Oberle (Deputy Chair) Mason VanderBurg
Elniski Rodney Weadick
Hehr Snelgrove

The question being put, the motion was agreed to.
Sessional Paper 2/2008

Adjournment

On motion by Hon. Mr. Hancock, Government House Leader, the Assembly adjourned
at 3:56 p.m. until Wednesday, April 16, 2008, at 1:30 p.m.

Hon. Ken Kowalski,
Speaker

Title:  Tuesday, April 15, 2008


